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1 Motivation1

As access to digital media becomes easier and more commonplace, the volume of communications2

over Web platforms increases. Great volumes of data are generated every moment,1 and all this3

information can be explored for various objectives. Search engines and recommendation systems are4

always present in online environments, and many other more specific tasks are solved with the help5

of data obtained online.6

One of these sources of content is the massive amount of comments written by users in various7

websites. The active participation of commenters in discussion sections is such that 46% of social8

network users have already participated in at least one discussion in news posts (Anderson and9

Caumont, 2014). With so many users generating data all the time, spontaneously and costlessly,10

online discussions prove to be valuable sources of data for researches and other interested parties.11

Despite the fact that dealing with comments brings a series of challenges (such as the informality12

of the language used in them, the constantly changing vocabulary, and the question of legitimacy13

regarding who generated certain comments), online discussions are still employed in several research14

works (Tigunova et al., 2019; Cheng et al., 2019; Hoogeveen et al., 2018).15

However, each works targets a different problem, often using unique datasets. Researchers propose16

novel representations for discussions or comments: feature sets, embeddings, and distributed vectors.17

With each work aiming at a different objective, it becomes difficult to know how well a certain18

representation model performs outside of the tasks it was tested on, and the utility of a proposed19

model becomes limited to the work it was first intended for.20

Bhatia et al. (2014), for example, use both textual features and dialogue act labels for extractive21

summarization of discussion threads, using comments from the official Ubuntu Linux distribution22

forum and the Trip Avisor forum. Considering another task, Wang et al. (2012) use discourse structure23

features to classify the solvedness of a thread, experimenting on threads crawled from Linuxquestions24

and Debian mailing lists. Meanwhile, Kano et al. (2018) use neural models to extract content and25

context features for the same task of summarization, but using Reddit threads. Also using Reddit26

discussions, Kumar et al. (2018) use lexical and stylistic-linguistic features to classify the sentiment27

of the source post of each thread. As a final example, the work of Backstrom et al. (2013) uses28

data from Facebook and Wikipedia discussions to predict thread length and return of participants,29

employing textual features, as well as features regarding time of comments, user IDs, presence of30

hyperlinks, and so on.31

2 Goals and Contributions32

In order to make it easier to compare works dealing with online discussions, and to better figure33

out how well specific models function outside of their intended domains, we propose a benchmark34
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to evaluate online discussion representation models. This benchmark will provide a collection of35

discussion datasets, a set of evaluation metrics for different tasks, and some baseline representation36

models.37

2.1 Discussion datasets38

Firstly, we release a collection of datasets containing online discussions and related data. Each of39

these datasets has comments from a different web forum, usually dealing with completely different40

domains. They also have varied associated characteristics, allowing each of them to be evaluated in41

different tasks. Currently, the following datasets are being explored:42

RShows : Comments from Reddit, containing episodic discussions regarding series of different43

genres;44

YT8M : YouTube comments for videos taken from the YouTube-8M dataset Abu-El-Haija et al.45

(2016);46

MAL : Comments from the MyAnimeList.net forum, containing episodic discussions regarding47

animated television series;48

GameF : Comments from the GameFAQs forum, containing discussions regarding video games titles;49

GReads : Comments from the Goodreads forum, containing discussions regarding books.50

We also explore previously published discussion datasets, such as the New York Times Comments51

dataset (Kesarwani, 2018), containing discussion sections from New York Times articles, and the52

Yahoo News Annotated Comments Corpus dataset (Napoles et al., 2017), containing discussion53

sections from Yahoo News articles.54

2.2 Evaluation tasks55

Secondly, we propose a series of evaluation tasks for discussion representations, each with their own56

metrics of quality. Some of these tasks can only be performed in some of the datasets, as certain57

characteristics vary from one domain to another. The following tasks have been defined so far:58

TClust : Attempting to cluster discussion threads according to their representations, checking if59

threads clustered together belong to the same subject;60

TOrder : Comparing the order defined by the proximity between threads to an external order the61

discussions should follow;62

SRecom : Item recommendation according to how close one discussion representation is to others;63

CSelect : Selection of the most representative comments from each discussion.64

2.3 Representation models65

Finally, we evaluate an initial selection of representation models on the datasets, with room for66

additional models being implemented later, according to the proposed tasks. The representations to67

be tested are based on the following methods:68

TFIDF : Representing each discussion as a simple TF-IDF vector, treating the entire discussion as a69

document;70

TKT : Representing each discussion as a TF-IDF vector that considers only the Top-k Terms from71

the dataset;72

doc2vec : Learning distributed representations for each discussion according to the Paragraph Vector73

methods from Le and Mikolov (2014);74

DeepN : A novel deep neural network model for discussion representation.75

The code for the complete benchmark will be publicly available, as well as the datasets used in this76

work.77
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